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This is a story in three acts. 

For the purposes of this  presentation, we will focus on one type of machine learning: supervised machine learning



Act One
Source: https://stevetobak.com/2018/12/15/its-alive/

(but not really)

https://stevetobak.com/2018/12/15/its-alive/


What is machine learning?
An umbrella term for several different algorithms that allow a 
model to be created - typically used to predict outcomes.

ML is not AI, but a single means to achieve AI



Source: https://www.mathworks.com/discovery/reinforcement-learning.html



Term in Biostatistics

Outcome/Dependent/Response

Independent/Predictor/Exposure/Covariate

Estimation/Fitting

Regression

Clustering/Principal Components/Data Reduction

Model Options

Term in Machine Learning

Label

Feature

Learning/Training

Regression or Classification (Supervised Learning)

Unsupervised Learning

Hyperparameters



Is machine learning better than traditional biostatistics?

For typical use cases where you need 
to predict something…

Traditional methods work just as well 
as methods that we often call machine 
learning

…even though all ‘traditional’ 
regression models can be ‘machine 
learning’

A poor rule:
Inference = traditional methods

Predictions = ML (when nonlinear relationships or many more columns than rows)



Source: https://twitter.com/deeplearningai_/status/1282736549155799041?lang=da

https://twitter.com/deeplearningai_/status/1282736549155799041?lang=da


How does it work?
Models are trained on a subset of data (training data), so the algorithm can recognize patterns related to 
the outcome of interest

New data are supplied to the trained model to get a prediction based on the recognition of similar 
patterns in the testing dataset



Full Dataset, 3107 rows, 10 columns 
Training: 80%

Testing: 20%

SET SEED!

SET SEED!

Testing: 622 rows, 10 columns

Training: 2485 rows, 10 columns



During training, need to tune hyperparameters for the model you select - They vary for each model. 
Use cross validation
This is the art of ML

Full Dataset, 3107 rows, 10 columns 
Training: 80%

Testing: 20%

SET SEED!

SET SEED!

Testing: 622 rows, 10 columns

Training: 2485 rows, 10 columns

Train!

nnet_grid <- expand.grid(
decay = c(0.5, 1e-2, 1e-3),
size = c(3,5,10,20))

nn <- train( label ~ .,
method     = "nnet",
trControl = trainControl(method="cv",10),
data       = train,
tuneGrid = nnet_grid,
verbose = FALSE)



During training, need to tune hyperparameters for the model you select - They vary for each model. 
Use cross validation
This is the art of ML

Full Dataset, 3107 rows, 10 columns 
Training: 80%

Testing: 20%

SET SEED!

SET SEED!

Testing: 622 rows, 10 columns

Training: 2485 rows, 10 columns

Train!

nnet_grid <- expand.grid(
decay = c(0.5, 1e-2, 1e-3),
size = c(3,5,10,20))

nn <- train( label ~ .,
method     = "nnet",
trControl = trainControl(method="cv",10),
data       = train,
tuneGrid = nnet_grid,
verbose = FALSE)

Find your parameters and make a new ‘final’ model



Pass testing data to model to get predictions for each test case and check accuracy of your model

yo <- predict(nn, newdata = test, type = "prob")

Row in test data
Predicted Probability of 
“Low Uptake” (<50%) 

vs 
“High Uptake (>=50%)



Compare probability at some cutoff (usually 50%) to actual outcome 
(this is why it is supervised! It learned from the known outcome in training)

No balance in outcome 
easier to predict ‘no’ than look for patterns. 

Downsample/SMOTE and re-train

~30% ‘High’



Compare probability at some cutoff (usually 50%) to actual outcome 
(this is why it is supervised! It learned from the known outcome in training)

No balance in outcome 
easier to predict ‘no’ than look for patterns. 

Downsample/SMOTE and re-train

~30% ‘High’

Downsampled and re-trained - tested on same test set…



Source: https://towardsdatascience.com/this-thing-called-weight-decay-a7cd4bcfccab Source: http://scott.fortmann-roe.com/docs/BiasVariance.html

Bias = Don’t predict what you want (maybe not enough data to recognize patterns)
Variance = Too much noise (maybe too much noisy data)

Too complex of a model with too much data = tough to explain anyway 

https://towardsdatascience.com/this-thing-called-weight-decay-a7cd4bcfccab


Act Two

Source: https://www.pinterest.com/pin/525373112778996159/

https://www.pinterest.com/pin/525373112778996159/


Feature Engineering

Source: https://www.simpo.io/blog/simpo-engineering-
yes-we-code-and-much-more

With ML - the more data, the better - but don’t overfit. 

https://www.simpo.io/blog/simpo-engineering-yes-we-code-and-much-more
http://www.simpo.io/blog/simpo-engineering-yes-we-code-and-much-more


Feature engineering for dates
Day of week
Week of year
Month, Day, Quarter, Year
Beginning of month/end of month
Frequency of each item above
Proportion of time through the month (since different n days in a month!)
Time (H/M/S)
Season of year
Time since some index

Use this

To Create These



Feature engineering for missing data

• Binary indicator of missingness
• Imputation of missing data with some function
• Impute with frequency of each unique group if categorical
• Regression/random forest/etc imputation
• Clusters, PCA
• Very complex functions!



1) Reduce the data to a usable set. 
2) Use a model that reduces data for you



Source: Julie Bang from Investopedia 2019.



Act Three
Source: https://stevetobak.com/2018/12/15/its-alive/



Causal inference in machine learning

“Causal” is a colloquial use here. 

ML models such as causal forests allow you to extract treatment effects (think absolute risk differences), even across 
a multitude of subgroups. 

This is generally not possible in traditional statistics since we are limited by sample size and multiple comparisons 
false positive rate inflations



Standard of care = 24% clinical failure
Oseltamivir + SoC = 15% clinical failure

P = 0.414



Standard of care = 24% clinical failure
Oseltamivir + SoC = 15% clinical failure

P = 0.414

Issue = enrolled all patients with LRTI, not just influenza (18% of LRTI in hospital during flu season)





Epilogue
Source: https://tenor.com/view/boy-that-escalated-quickly-ron-burgundy-will-ferrell-meme-gif-17035028

https://tenor.com/view/boy-that-escalated-quickly-ron-burgundy-will-ferrell-meme-gif-17035028


Automation in ML
Selecting and building models has become essentially automated for typical use cases.

H2O, Keras/Tensorflow, and many other open-source frameworks will automate training, testing, validation, and even feature 
engineering.

Feature engineering is still probably the most important piece of ML. Creativity is key. 





De-black box with Explainers

Black box
Crack the black box with explainers

Source: https://teemukanstren.com/2020/06/10/explaining-machine-learning-classifiers-with-lime/

https://teemukanstren.com/2020/06/10/explaining-machine-learning-classifiers-with-lime/


Biggest issue: Unmeasured 
data
Models can rapidly become extremely biased as it is just an algorithm 
looking at patterns in data the scientist included in the training dataset



Additional Reading
Wiemken TL, Kelley RR. Machine Learning in Epidemiology and Health Outcomes Research. Annual Reviews in Public Health. 2019, 41:21-36.
https://www.annualreviews.org/doi/abs/10.1146/annurev-publhealth-040119-094437

Hastie T, Tibshirani R, Friedman J. The Elements of Statistical Learning Second Edition,  2017: https://hastie.su.domains/ElemStatLearn/printings/ESLII_print12_toc.pdf

James G, Witten D, Hastie T, Tibshirani R. An Introduction to Statistical Learning. Second Edition. https://www.statlearning.com

https://www.annualreviews.org/doi/abs/10.1146/annurev-publhealth-040119-094437
https://hastie.su.domains/ElemStatLearn/printings/ESLII_print12_toc.pdf
https://www.statlearning.com
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